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TRANSITS course

Introductory course for CERT team members

Two exciting and full days

Mix of practice & learning

Diagram:
- Organisation
  - Legal
  - Operation
    - Advisories
    - Technical
CERTs help CERTs

*** quality tutoring

... for backpacker

CSIRT training course
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The Secret?

All authors give copyright to TERENA

TERENA (not-for-profit) organises up to two courses per year

Tutors are volunteers

Local hosts and sponsors help; ENISA helps a lot!

TERENA also makes materials available: requiring quality, not money
Last course

Dublin, March
Next course?

Spring
Autumn

Offers welcome
Trainers Meeting
Tallinn

15 trainers from all over Europe met last Wednesday.

TERENA and ENISA represented too.

Past, present and future of TRANSITS
TTM - sharing presentation skills
TTM - improving communication together
TTM - improving TRANSITS

- Explain Why
- Setting Expectations
- Time to Breathe & more Exercises
- Follow-up
TTM - advanced tracks?
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